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Participants

Participants are listed below subject to a couple yet to confirm. We have a
diverse and enthusiastic group promising a good workshop.
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Abstracts or other modes of participation.

It’s time now to start shaping its content so could you send an abstract of the
paper or work in progress which you will be presenting at the workshop? If you
wish to lead a reading session or participate in some other way, could you send
the proposed reading or a description of your proposed participation? Please
feel free to suggest readings for the workshop in any case. Abstracts etc received
will be posted on our web-site:
http://www.asfpg.de/english/17303/WSValnov10/Abstracts/valnov2010abs.
html
We will send further updates and information as the workshop takes shape.
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Workshop plan

A schedule will be drawn up later. To give you an idea: it will begin on Wednesday 14th at 16.00 with a two hour session, followed by a reception at the Stiftung
(drinks and nibbles) until 19.30. Thereafter the evening is free. Thursday 15th
will be a full working day, beginning at 9.00 and closing at 18.00. The workshop dinner is planned for that evening at 20.00. Friday 16th will run between
9.00 and 16.00 closing. Time-slots will depend on abstracts etc received but in
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general 30 – 40 minute presentations might be envisaged. We like to leave a lot
of time for discussion. Introductions to readings could be shorter.
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Pre-circulation of papers and readings

The quality of discussion and feedback relies on pre-circulation of papers early
enough for them to be read by all participants. Please keep Thursday 1st
September in view to send copies to us. We will then circulate them electronically.
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Administration

Reservations have been made at the Hotel Stephan for the three nights 14th
–16th September. If you have other dates in mind please let us know
immediately. The Hotel is small and we could have difficulty in changing
reservations if we do not do so very soon. As indicated the Stiftung will cover
the costs for 3 or 4 nights. If you wish to extend your stay beyond that we will
make the reservation for further nights at your expense.
The Stiftung’s usual procedure is to re-imburse travel expenses by electronic
transfer to a nominated bank account during or after the workshop. We have
a simple form to be filled out and request receipts/tickets showing the amount
to be re-imbursed. The per diem is paid on your arrival at the Hotel. Travel
expenses include air or train fares together with the costs of travel to and from
airport by taxi or convenient public transport.
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Participants

Brenna Bhandar, Kent
Emilios Christodoulidis, Glasgow
Luis Eslava, Heidelberg
Valerie Kerruish, ASFPG
Robert Knox, LSE
Yoriko Otomo, SOAS
Fleur Ramsay, Sydney Bar

Bill Bowring, Birkbeck
Mark Devenney, Brighton
Sarah Keenan, Kent
Tarik Kochi, Sussex
Mark Neocleous, Brunel
Nick Pis̆ka, Kent

Valerie Kerruish and Tarik Kochi
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